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Notes From the 

Chair 
 

Guy R. Larocque, SIGAPL 
Chair 

 
When SIGAPL was founded, the only array-

based programming language in existence was 

APL with the special symbols developed by Ken 

Iverson. Indeed, APL versions were available on 

mainframe computers and IBM Selectric 

typewriters, with a special ball for the APL 

symbols, were used as terminals. Things have 

changed considerably, but it seems to me that it 

was only yesterday! Different Array 

Programming Languages have been developed 

since, which are all descendants of the original 

APL. Needless to say, the original APL has had 

a significant influence. There is no doubt in my 

mind that this influence still remains important. 

In fact, I believe that APL was a quantum leap 

in the development of programming languages. 

 

It has been mentioned several times that 

SIGAPL must have a leadership role for all 

types of Array Programming Languages, if we 

want to ensure its survival. I think this is more 

true than ever. The decrease in the use of APL 

has been discussed repeatedly. I don’t want to 

open the debate one more time, but I believe 

that this situation partly resulted from the 

development of different applications that were 

easier to use. A good example consists of 

applications based on spreadsheets. In my early 

days of training in APL programming, I met two 

types of APL users. The first category included 

users who developed sophisticated programs to 

conduct complex analytical tasks, such as 

mathematical modeling, numerical analysis, 

financial modeling, text manipulation or data-

base management. They praised APL for its 

efficiency to develop algorithms as a tool of 

thought. The second category included users 

who used APL to conduct relatively simple 

mathematical analyses or simply to store data. 

They did not like to program, but they had to 

conduct basic numerical analyses. APL was the 

perfect application in those days, when there 

were no user-friendly graphic interfaces. 

Compared to the other languages available, such 

as FORTRAN, it was fairly easy to input the 

data, create arrays and compute simple statistics 

using APL. It is now possible to perform the 

same tasks easily by using spreadsheets with a 

nice graphic environment.  

 

Several people identified weaknesses in 

APL, and I believe that their criticisms triggered 

the development of other Array Programming 

Languages. Independently of the form of the 

Array Programming Languages that users can 

use, programming needs for complex 

computational tasks still remain important; in 

fact, they increase in amplitude. The common 

thread among the users of Array Programming 

Languages is the efficient use of arrays to carry 

out complex computational tasks. I believe this 

is where SIGAPL can play a strong leadership 

role. 
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Memories of the 
Mysterious Ken 

Cliff Reiter  
 

 

I primarily knew Ken Iverson during his 
"retirement" years, but I begin my remarks by 
talking about APL. APL and J have had a profound 
impact on my life, and thereby, so has Ken. I know 
that many people helped shape APL and J into the 
marvelous languages they are, but I am mostly an 
outsider to that history and leave that story for others 
to tell. While I am sure many knew Ken better than I 
did, I was privileged to get to know Ken personally, 
I enjoyed his hospitality and have many memories of 
Ken that make me smile.   

 

I learned APL in high school from Linda 
Alvord. This was in an era when connecting to a 
mainframe was a dial-up long distance call and a 
wire-connected phone handset was inserted into an 
acoustic coupler. I wanted to do math and not dirty 
myself with computation, but I knew that the fact 
that our high school had access to APL was very 
special, so I took advantage of that opportunity. We 
used APL to explore mathematical ideas. I 
remember that we figured out the coefficients for 
Newton-Cotes integration, being amazed by 
generalized inner products, being dazzled by 
Boolean scans and being dumb-founded by grade-up 
atop grade-up. These were amazing ideas for high 
school students to be thinking about. Linda would 
from time-to-time give credit to Ken for some idea 
she was presenting or she would justify some aspect 
of language design by saying this mysterious Ken 
had said it was a good idea. Sometimes those 
remarks included sneak peeks into features of APL 
that were years from implementation. 

 

I went on to use APL as an undergraduate, 
mostly for fun, and had the thrill of using enough 
free student APL CPU time by my sixth week of 
college to equal the college fee for 4 years, if you 
priced my CPU time at the rate they charged 

corporations. I also had the opportunity to teach an 
interim course on APL. I was a sophomore, while 
my "students" were mostly upper class students but 
there also was a mathematics professor (Eugene 
Luks) and the director of the computer center. In 
graduate school, I used APL for some explorations 
in Group Theory using coset enumeration and later 
for working symbolically with polynomial equations 
related to a problem in number theory. Several times 
I remember being provoked by some new feature or 
way of thinking and vaguely remembering that 
Linda had said Ken had said something about that. 
All of which added to the mystery about Ken. 

 

It was not until my first job as a college 
professor, at Lafayette College, that I became aware 
that there was a broader, organized APL community. 
The department head (who referred to Ken as "the 
great god Iverson") had arranged for some of our 
colleagues to go to Salisbury State for a summer 
1984 workshop on Mathematics and APL. I barely 
managed to become a late addition to the list of 
attendees. Donald Orth and Ken Iverson ran the 
week's sessions, but there were lots of hands on 
explorations and it was a very stimulating week. 
And I got to see Ken Iverson in person. I had the 
pleasure of usually sharing a PC with Dick Good 
who, though decades my senior, shared childlike 
glee in the APL workshop with me. We had 
happened to select a computer that had a special 
motherboard running mainframe instructions and it 
zipped through computations beyond what any PC 
of the era was expected to manage. Hardware was a 
big deal. The 5100s were dreadfully slow. Using 
APL on the IBM PCs (5150s) required changing 
character ROMs on the monochrome video card, but 
they were entirely usable machines. Ken provoked 
our thinking all week long. I remember him showing 
us identities that were obvious in APL but extremely 
difficult to express in common math notation. I 
recall investigating GCD functions on non-integer 
arguments for the first time at that workshop.  

 

I think I challenged Ken a few times, although in 
hindsight, I expect I had simply been the prey in 
Ken's thought provoking questioning. My colleagues 
cringed that I questioned him, but Ken loved it. He 
liked being forced to articulate why certain choices 
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were good choices for expressing mathematical 
ideas in APL, and more, he enjoyed watching me 
squirm when he asked hard questions. I do not think 
Ken remembered me from that workshop, but the 
workshop was a turning point for me as I became 
aware that an APL community existed and that there 
were compelling opportunities to use APL to teach 
mathematical ideas 

 

Soon thereafter, Lafayette bought 3 IBM PCs 
and I began teaching Linear Algebra using APL. I 
started attending APL conferences, I began work on 
an APL book with Bill Jones, and I offered an 
advanced linear algebra course where APL 
experimentation was a theme. I had further chances 
to hear Ken speak at APL conferences and had 
begun to know some of Ken's habits. I offered a 
special topics class a chance to attend an APL 
meeting in lieu of a final exam (a SIGAPL meeting 
in New York City, if I recall correctly). I knew Ken 
would be speaking. I had told the class that Ken 
would say that APL was read left-to-right. Ken's 
remark highlighted that the direction you read 
depends upon whether you are viewing the 
computation top-down or bottom-up. Most computer 
users think bottom up (at least at first) but 
introductory APL texts admonished readers that 
APL was executed right to left. Ken thought top 
down; what a wonderful foreshadowing of J's tacit 
programming facilities! Ken did not disappoint, and 
when Ken made that remark about APL being read 
left to right, my class glanced my way and could 
barely stifle their giggles. At that meeting, I 
remember Ken discussing derivative adverbs and 
their application to transposes. The fascinating ideas 
were never ending. I have not used the derivative of 
a transpose, but I have found the derivative 
conjunction in J very useful. 

 

After years of writing and hard work finding a 
publisher, Bill Jones and I had our book, APL with a 
Mathematical Accent, appear in 1990. Since the 
book was the basis for my successful appeal of a 
negative tenure decision, the book was especially 
dear to me. We sent a copy to Ken. I forget who 
called who, but when asked what he thought of the 
book, he was dismissive and clearly annoyed that we 
were teaching APL, not doing mathematics. Use the 
language to do something he commanded. I think he 
realized we were hurt that he was not excited by our 

book. So he added something to the effect that we 
should not feel bad, that is what everyone else does 
too. 

  

Not long after that, I attended a meeting where I 
heard Ken and Bob Bernecky introduce J. Why had 
Ken moved to ASCII characters? The J expressions 
were ugly glop. The fact that verb trains might one 
day be automatically parallelized was not lost on me, 
but I had no desire to learn J. And I think Ken had 
added a character to inner products so that J's matrix 
multiply was +/ . * rather than APL's graceful + . × . 
Why? The answer was some obscure generalizations 
I didn't understand, but I loved and admired APL's 
inner products and felt betrayed.  

 

Perhaps a year later, I was working on a paper 
using GCD's to produce fractal patterns and my APL 
typesetting program that worked under DOS 3.3 no 
longer worked under DOS 4.0. I was torturing 
myself trying to write just a few lines of APL, but 
without having a proper APL character set. Then I 
remembered J. It would be easy to typeset a few 
lines of J. Maybe Ken was right. Maybe ASCII was 
OK. Then I realized that one of my constructions 
was anomalous and required nested arrays. I 
wondered if the new version of inner product in J 
would do the job without nesting. I had to learn 
enough J to find the answer to that question. Yes, J 
removed the anomalous case, and my first paper 
using J was submitted a week later. Ken's 
willingness to use ASCII and generalize the inner 
product were no longer a mystery. Although, how he 
could be willing to think that openly and make such 
profound changes remains a mystery to me.  

 

I think Ken first noticed my work in J when I 
submitted, in absentia, some images to a SIGAPL 
conference in the early 1990s. I was invited to talk to 
the Toronto SIGAPL and eventually Iverson 
Software, Inc agreed to publish my Fractals, 
Visualization and J text. The first edition appeared in 
1995 and the second in 2000. Ken was full of 
criticisms and suggestions, but I think he was 
pleased that the text had teaching fractals and 
visualization as its goal, not learning J.   

 

Throughout the middle and late 1990s I enjoyed 
seeing Ken many times. Figure 1 shows Ken with 
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Donald McIntyre at the J User conference 2000. 
There were APL conferences and J user conferences. 
There were mathematics conferences where he 
helped man booths informing passersby about J. 
There were discussions of drafts of the visualization 
book and Ken shared drafts of his manuscripts too. I 
was able to host Ken at our home and Ken and Jean 
were extremely gracious, hosting me in Toronto and 
allowing my family to use their Kiln farm as our 
home for a semester while I was on sabbatical at the 
University of Waterloo. All those visits and 
meetings blur in my mind, I know my attempts at 
quoting Ken do not do justice to what Ken said, but 
my fond memories of his wonderful remarks remain, 
however blurred those memories may be. 

 

Meals hosted by Jean and Ken in Toronto were 
always a lovely affair. There was good food, and 

amazing conversation. But I remember once when 
Ken and I were left on our own for breakfast. I think 
Ken served up toast and olives. At the time I thought 
it a very strange breakfast, but like so much of my 
experience with Ken, I now would have olives and 
toast for breakfast without giving it a thought. 
Another memorable meal with Ken was at a 
mathematics meeting where the menu was fancy 
fare. Ken asked the waiter if he could have some 
bread and cheese. The waiter fumbled a remark that 
it was not on the menu. Ken reduced the problem to 
simple terms. He asked: is there any bread in your 
kitchen? The answer was yes. The next question was 
whether there was any cheese in the kitchen. The 
answer was yes. Ken then graciously suggested: well 
then, be a fine chap and bring me some. Ken got his 
bread and cheese. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Ken Iverson and Donald McIntyre at the J User conference 2000. 
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I recall that when we arrived at Kiln farm for our 
sabbatical stay, Ken and Jean had arrived (the farm 
being a couple hours outside Toronto) to greet us. 
We had driven with belongings for our family of 6 
for a semester. It was amazing to cross the Canadian 
border with two vehicles packed with belongings. 
We needed to specify the exact value of what we 
were bringing into Canada. The border guard had no 
trouble with there being exactly $10,000 worth of 
belongings. Of course we began our drive in the wee 
hours, and I had told Ken to expect us at 4:00 pm. 
We arrived at 3:55pm and his first remark was about 
how imprecise our arrival time was. We took a tour 
of the farm and during the tour many rules were laid 
down by the wife of the family who keep the farm 
operations running. The rules were natural enough, 
meant to protect our four school age sons from the 
dangers on the farm. One of my sons asked how to 
get into the silo. He was curtly told that it was not 
possible. Ken corrected: of course it is possible. And 
he offered: ask me again when none of the adults are 
around. Somehow he didn't include himself among 
the adults, but he also forgot to bring the subject up 
again and our sons remained safe from exploring the 
silo (as far as I know). 

 

During the summer of 1998, Ken visited Easton 
and had an opportunity to talk to a dozen or two 
students doing undergraduate research in 
mathematics. He also listened to them talk about 
their work. He asked to sit in on the practice talk 
session with my students. The students were scared, 
but did their practice run with Ken present. As is my 
habit, I sat quietly as they went through their entire 
talk and when done, I gave them blunt, extensive, 
suggestions for improvement. Ken was impressed 
that I could be so explicit with my students. He 
remarked that most talks at conferences would be 
much better if the speakers had had the benefit of 
such blunt critical remarks.  

 

At a conference I have forgotten, Ken and I had 
attended the same talk. The speaker had been 
absolutely enthusiastic about a doubtful idea. Ken 
asked me what I thought about the talk. I struggled 
to find polite words. Ken cut me off and offered a 
story about a classic expert on warfare who 
classified adversaries in war by two qualities: 
whether they were smart and whether they were 
energetic. If you were fighting a smart-energetic 

adversary, you had to be more so, smart-lazy and 
stupid-lazy were likewise appropriately handled. 
However, God help you if you faced an adversary 
who was stupid but energetic. I am sure Ken's 
version was far more detailed, but when he was 
done, his point was perfectly clear and it had been 
made in a most memorable fashion.  

 

I formally had Ken as a student. During the 
summer of 1999 I ran a week-long MAA sponsored 
workshop at Messiah College: J in the Mathematics 
Classroom. Ken called to make sure it was OK for 
him to be there, but he signed up for the course. 
Richard Brown was also there as were a couple 
Lafayette students who had used J. The rest were J 
novices. I have fond memories of the mixture of 
amazement and bafflement of the novices and at 
being exhausted by the workshop.  

 

During a free spell we went for a walk and a 
railroad track beckoned. In fact there were other 
adults and even a family with toddlers walking along 
the tracks. We were out on a short bridge admiring 
the view into the woods that a stream offered when 
we heard a train whistle in the distance. With what 
seemed like unnecessary swiftness we moved off the 
bridge, and seconds after we were off the bridge, an 
Amtrack train roared past doing at least 80 mph. It 
was one of those moments when we all looked at 
each other, glad to be alive, and realizing we had 
been seconds from disaster. Perhaps it is my flawed 
memory, but I do not recall Ken being inspired to 
tell a pithy story. I think he remarked that he was 
glad we had left the bridge. 

There were many wonderful discussions and 
presentations at the workshop. I remember Richard 
Brown gave an application of +// (plus table insert) 
and Ken, Richard and I enjoyed evenings musing in 
J. Figure 2 shows Ken and Richard enjoying one of 
those evening sessions where we explored some 
wonderful and rich ideas for computing 
Vandermond products. Since Ken had taught me so 
much, directly and indirectly, and changed my life 
so profoundly, any moments when I gave something 
back to Ken was memorable to me. While at 
Messiah College, I used the short-cut key (shift-up-
arrow then, ctrl-shift-up-arrow now) for scrolling 
back in the history of J expressions that had been 
executed. It was news to Ken and he was delighted.   
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Figure 2. Richard Brown and Ken Iverson relaxing at the J in the Mathematics Classroom Workshop. 

 
 

I do not recall the last time I was with Ken. 
Perhaps it was the J User conference in 2000 or a 
mathematics meeting shortly thereafter. I expect Ken 
would have remembered with clarity. For me, Ken 
was mysterious in the beginning because I did not 
know him, but I did know he was held in high 
esteem by people I had high regard for. He was 
mysterious because it was hard to appreciate the 
deep ideas he offered. I still find it mysterious that 
anyone can be as smart as Ken was. Beyond his keen 
intellect, Ken had incredible knowledge, energy, 

generosity, and childlike curiosity. But also there 
was deep wisdom. He knew he would not be around 
forever to advocate J. He spoke of traveling to share 
J while he could. He had full confidence in Eric 
Iverson to lead J software. He knew Roger would 
keep innovating and Chris would continue 
developing applications. He knew educators would 
find ways to use J. As mysterious as they might be, 
he knew that his ideas would be carried forth. It was 
truly an honor to have known him. 




